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The ground states structures of Os-W alloys

Richardson Formula: 𝑱 = 𝑨𝑹 𝐞𝐱𝐩(− 𝜱 𝒌𝑻) Φ: work function
Work function calculation for all surfaces
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• weather forecast , air traffic control
• radiolocation: location, size, speed.
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W3Os
simple tetragonal
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J: current density
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• low reproducibility
• non-uniform emission
• longevity
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2. Computational Process
Schrödinger Equation:

base-centered monoclinic

• It is well-known that adsorption of alkaline, or alkaline-earth
metals/metal-oxide on transition metals lowers work function.
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• Work function dependence on
adsorption species and structure
• for finding low-Φ structures

6. Materials and Device Design
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θ(O): coverage (ML) of oxygen

Configurations of BaxScyO adsorptions on tungsten

Ranges of 𝜇Ba, 𝜇O, and 𝜇Sc
where sets of configurations:
• Stable
• Have very low Φ;
• Yield right crystal shape;

Calculate Potential

𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝒓 = 𝑉 𝒓 + 𝑉𝐻 𝑛 𝒓 + 𝑉𝑋𝐶 [𝑛 𝒓 ]
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Legend format: [[(001), (112)], [min(𝜇Sc), max(𝜇Sc)]]
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7. Summary and Future Work
Role of Sc: tune O2 chemical potential

Evaluate 𝒏 𝒓 and E
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Calculated crystal
shape from Wulff
construction

With 𝛾(001) , 𝛾(110), and 𝛾(112) known, crystal shape can be calculated
for every possible set of configurations.

Configurations of O/W, and possible positions for Ba
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4. Materials Discovery--Surface
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• High power electromagnetic wave signal
• Need high-J e- beam to amplify signal
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Future work:

• Further experiments to verify the
computational work;
• Fabricate improved cathodes by
tuning: 𝜇Ba: >-5.0 eV

𝜇O: -7.4 eV ~ -9.5 eV
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